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regional hub promoting cooperation among countries to achieve inclusive and sustainable development. 
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focus is to deliver on the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which it does by reinforcing and 
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building and technical assistance to governments aim to support countries’ sustainable and inclusive 

development ambitions. 
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Executive Summary 

 

As of September 2017, there were 1.25 billion websites in cyberspace and Asia and the Pacific now 

accounts for 50.1 percent of all Internet users in the world. Thanks to the concerted efforts by 

governments and other stakeholders in extending broadband connectivity, an increasing number of 

people have joined the cyberspace across the Asia-Pacific region. Although broadband expansion remains 

uneven, there is evidence that digital dividends brought by broadband connectivity, such as e-

government, e-learning, e-health and e-agriculture, has started permeating into the previously under-

serviced or unserved areas in Asia and the Pacific. 

 

In parallel, the past few years have also witnessed an increase in number and scope of emerging 

technologies. Along with the development and deployment of artificial intelligence (AI), Big Data analytics 

and Internet of Things (IoT), that are paving the way for the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”, the upside 

gains as well as downside risks have started emerging. While the gains are represented with new business 

and employment opportunities driven by innovative products and services, the risks include increasing 

sophistication in cyberattacks and exposure to cybersecurity vulnerabilities. For instance, in recent years, 

attacks on IoT have focused on critical infrastructure: hackers attacked a German steel mill in 20151, shut 

down the Ukrainian power station resulting in 80,000 people losing power2 in the same year. 

 

The term “cybersecurity” has different connotations depending on the concerned community. The issues 

and concerns of each community regarding cybersecurity are unique to the experience and expertise of 

each sector: enterprise, government, institutions and the individual. States need to enact laws, 

legislations, policies, regulations and guidelines to define responsibilities and ensure safety and security 

in cyberspace. States’ responsibilities include actions of their citizens, companies or other entities subject 

to their laws and a commitment to ensure that actions in cyberspace are aligned with international norms 

and agreements.  Policy makers and regulators need to respond to an ever-changing global landscape in 

technology and cyberspace, faster than ever before. In order to do so, policy makers would be required 

to understand the emerging technologies, their implications and level of risk and threat before they 

develop legal, legislative and policy frameworks to contribute to a safe and secure cyberspace for their 

citizens. Policy makers and legislators would need to strike a balance between enacting legally-binding 

instruments and protection of data and privacy and freedom of speech. 

 

Against this background, this explanatory report was prepared to increase awareness and understanding 

of cyberattacks and cybersecurity among policy- and decision-makers, regulators, academia, private 

sector and CSOs with focus on Asia and the Pacific. The report used data on cyberattacks collected by 

                                                           
1Kim Zetter, “A cyberattack has caused confirmed physical damage for the second time ever” Wired Magazine 

(accessed Oct 2017)Available at:  https://www.wired.com/2015/01/german-steel-mill-hack-destruction/ 
2BBC News, “Ukraine power cut 'was cyber-attack'” 11th Jan 2017 Available at: 

http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-38573074 
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media, academia, governments, private sector companies, antivirus and cyberattack monitoring websites 

and dark web data dumps. In the absence of comparable official data reported by governments and 

international institutions, the data presented in this report are collected from various online and offline 

sources and may not be comprehensive in geographical coverage and time-series.  

The report aims to support the implementation of the Asia-Pacific Information Superhighway (AP-IS) 

which is a regional broadband connectivity initiative covering from Turkey to Kiribati. With the increasing 

availability of broadband connectivity and advancement of technologies, the risks of cyberattack may rise 

across the region. It is hoped that the report provides some insights and understanding of the nature and 

magnitude of cyberattacks and would be of help to initiate policy discussions and dialogues for action to 

enhance cybersecurity. Furthermore, it intends to provide examples of AI-enabled solutions and measures 

developed to counter AI-facilitated cyberattacks.  
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1. Introduction 

Modern society is becoming increasingly dependent on technology, in particular digital technology. The 

reliance and increasing importance of digital technology is evident in the expansion of cyberspace3: 1.25 

billion websites4 are currently registered in cyberspace and have become forces behind the 4th Industrial 

Revolution. As cyberspace becomes more integrated into government, society and economy and their 

dependence on the technology deepens, there is an increasing concern on the resilience and security of 

cyberspace in the context of increasing number of cyberattacks and call for strengthened cybersecurity. 

Another interlinked emerging trend is the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI). In the Asia- Pacific 

region, developed countries with better broadband infrastructure, resources and capacity are investing 

heavily on businesses built around AI, according to the ESCAP’s State of ICT Report 20175. In 2016, a 

significant increase in investment in research and development of the “Fourth Industrial Revolution”6 

products was observed, with large technology companies and startups alike spending between $20 to 30 

billion.7 Although AI is still in nascent stages, companies are rapidly developing and testing solutions to 

apply increasingly efficient algorithms to their operations and product and service development.  

The volume of data generated is becoming an even more powerful asset. This data can be personal 

information, financial transactions, assets and infrastructure, government records, business operations, 

accounts or strategies; just to name a few. Developed countries already have a major portion of business 

operations and personal information on the cloud8 whereas the developing world is catching up to build 

                                                           
3 ITU-T (April 2008), “ITU-T Recommendations X.1205 (X.cso)”, Available from: https://www.itu.int/itu-

t/recommendations/rec.aspx?id=9136: cyber space or cyber environment is defined as including “users, networks, 

devices, all software, processes, information in storage or transit, applications, services, and systems that can be 

connected directly or indirectly to networks”. 
4 Internet Live Stats, “Total number of Websites” (accessed Sep 2017) Available at: 

http://www.internetlivestats.com/total-number-of-websites/ 
5ESCAP, “Artificial Intelligence and the Broadband Divide: State of ICT Connectivity in the Asia and the Pacific 

2017”, Sep 2017. Available at: http://www.unescap.org/resources/artificial-intelligence-and-broadband-divide-

state-ict-connectivity-asia-and-pacific-2017 
6 Sanan, Neeraj, “Simplifying The Fourth Industrial Revolution: Data Science, IoE & AI”, Forbes Magazine (Mar 28, 

2017). Accessed on (Sep 9, 2017). Available at: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2017/03/28/simplifying-the-fourth-industrial-

revolution-data-science-ioe-ai/2/#53474be8327f 
7Louis Columbus, “McKinsey's State Of Machine Learning And AI 2017”, Forbes Magazine, Jun 2017  Available at: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2017/07/09/mckinseys-state-of-machine-learning-and-ai-

2017/#7e5354d575b6 
8 OECD (2014), “Cloud Computing: The Concept, Impacts and the Role of Government Policy”, OECD Digital 

Economy Papers, No. 240, OECD Publishing, Available from: http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5jxzf4lcc7f5-en; the report 

presents two definitions of cloud computing in the report. One definition is “a model for enabling ubiquitous, 

convenient on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, 

servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 

management effort or service provider interaction” and the other “both the applications delivered as services over 

the Internet and the hardware and systems software in the datacenters that provide those services”. 
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critical physical and security infrastructure supporting these new technologies. However, the countries 

with limited infrastructure, access, capacity and resources are left behind, vulnerable to cyberattacks.  

Cyberattacks are also increasingly sophisticated, along with the advancement of technology. Malicious 

technological developments intended to disrupt and sabotage the digital and physical world have and will 

continue to be more widespread as more devices are connected to the Internet. There is, in fact, an 

upward trend in the number of cyberattacks on digital and physical infrastructure. Over the years, the 

intensity, frequency and severity of cyberattacks have increased; with over 50 billion connected devices 

and global Internet traffic volume of 1.3 Zettabytes (in 2016)9, there is a looming fear that critical physical 

infrastructure and facilities connected to the Internet and assets stored digitally can be quickly 

compromised in cyberattacks. Moreover, financial losses related to compensation for compromised data, 

lawsuits, recovery from cyberattacks through rehiring and securing networks is extremely high. One 

estimate by the World Bank concluded that losses from cyberattacks will reach up to $2 trillion worldwide 

in 2019.10 

The term “cybersecurity” has different connotations depending on the concerned community. The issues 

and concerns of each community regarding cybersecurity are unique to the experience and expertise of 

each sector: enterprise, government, institutions and the individual. States need to enact laws, 

legislations, policies, regulations and guidelines to define responsibilities and ensure safety and security 

in cyberspace. States’ responsibilities include actions of their citizens, companies or other entities subject 

to their laws and a commitment to ensure that actions in cyberspace are aligned with international norms 

and agreements.   Policy makers need to respond to an ever-changing global landscape in technology and 

cyberspace, faster than ever before. In order to do so, policy makers would be required to understand the 

emerging technologies, their implications and level of risk and threat before they develop legal, legislative 

and policy frameworks to contribute to a safe and secure cyberspace for their citizens. 

Against this background, this working paper intends to provide policy- and decision-makers with an 

overview of the cyberattack and cybersecurity landscape and raise their awareness. It presents key 

highlights of the latest trends and types of cyberattack focusing on phishing, ransomware, botnets, 

defacement and advanced persistent threats that have caught headlines worldwide in 2017. In addition, 

this paper also examines the dark web marketplace, something that may need to be studied in greater 

detail by law enforcement community. Finally, based on the realities of cyberattack overview, the paper 

                                                           
9In 2016, Internet traffic reached 1.3 Zettabytes. A Zettabyte is 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes of 

information. This is a 50% increase from 2011–14. Thus it is likely that if this trend continues, then by 2025 traffic 

will increase to 4.38 Zettabytes. However, if there are advances in storage, more devices, and more streaming, 

then traffic will exceed this. Available at:http://highscalability.com/blog/2012/9/11/how-bigis-a-petabyte-exabyte-

zettabyte-or-a-yottabyte.html ; http://www.tvtechnology.com/resources/0006/welcome-to-the-zettabyte-

era/278852.  
10Gwynne Williams, “Cybersecurity: Supervising a Moving Target” presented at: Seminar for Senior Bank 

Supervisors from Emerging Economies, Federal Reserve Board of Governors (21 Oct 2016) Available at: 

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/968221477065129639/17-Cyber-Security.pdf 
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reviews cybersecurity measures, laws, legislations and policies of some countries in the region, to propose 

initial policy recommendations for consideration. 

The report used the data on cyberattacks collected by media, antiviruses and monitoring websites and 

dark web data dumps. The type of data includes AI cybersecurity research patents, Internet of Things (IoT) 

security research patents, and indicators like broadband penetration, investment in ICT services, the 

global cybersecurity index and data center security reports from various open source platforms. In the 

absence of official data reported by governments and international institutions, the data presented in this 

report are collected from various online and offline sources and may not be comprehensive in 

geographical coverage and time-series. The technical terminology is added as Annex A at the end of the 

report. 

2. Cyberattack Trends  

There is no apparent international consensus on the definition of the terms “cybercrime” and 

“cyberattack”. In recognition of the increasing importance of the topic, the United Nations Salvador 

Declaration in 201011 invited “the Commission of Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice to consider 

convening an open-ended intergovernmental expert group to conduct a comprehensive study of the 

problem of cybercrime and responses to it by Member States, the international community and the private 

sector, including the exchange of information on national legislation, best practices, technical assistance 

and international cooperation, with a view to examining options to strengthen existing and to propose 

new national and international legal or other responses to cybercrime”. Following this, the General 

Assembly Resolution 65/23012 was adopted in Vienna to further investigate and create guidelines on 

addressing cybercrime. However, there are no resolutions that have established the definitions and 

categories of cybercrime or cyberattack.  

 

It is important to distinguish between “cybercrime” and “cyberattack”. Cybercrime is the broad umbrella 

under which actions that are performed using cyber platforms to be considered criminal under justice 

systems. This may include online child sexual exploitation, money laundering through cryptocurrencies, 

funding and promoting terrorist organizations, using the dark web for selling drugs and related criminal 

services etc. For the purpose of this paper, “cybercrime” is defined as “cyber actions performed by non-

state actors that violates criminal law and may or may not have a political or national security purpose.”13 

This paper treats “cyberwarfare” conducted under a separate category which involves state actors and is 

associated with activity in the context of armed conflict.  

                                                           
11 http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/2010/April/crime-congress-wraps-up-with-salvador-

declaration.html 
12 https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N10/526/34/PDF/N1052634.pdf?OpenElement 
13Oona A. Hathaway and Rebecca Crootof, “The Law of Cyber-Attack” (2012), Faculty Scholarship Series, Paper 

3852.Yale Law School Faculty Scholarship.(accessed Dec 2017) Available at: 

http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/fss_papers/3852 
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The paper limits the definition of cyberattacks to “cyber actions performed by non-state actors to 

undermine the function of a computer network” according to Oona Hathaway and Rebecca Crootof of 

Yale University14 and “threat breaching security controls around a physical or an information asset” 

defined by ITU15. They further categorize cyberattacks by state and origin as active or passive: an “active" 

attack aims to alter system resources or affect their operation. Conversely, a "passive" attack seeks to use 

information from a system but does not affect system resources of that system. Instead, passive attacks 

aim to obtain data for an off-line attack. The term “data breach” has also been used interchangeably with 

“cyberattack”. The below Figure 1 aims to illustrate the relationships. 

Figure 1. Relationship between cyber-actions 

 

Cyberattacks are on an upward trend. The Breach Level Index developed by a private sector company, 

Gemalto, shows that the number of data records compromised by data breaches by hacktivists, malicious 

insiders, malicious outsiders, state sponsors and through accidental loss increased by 86% since 2015 

globally.16 CarbonBlack, a cybersecurity company, reported that the dark web marketplace for 

                                                           
14 Oona A. Hathaway and Rebecca Crootof, “The Law of Cyber-Attack” (2012), Faculty Scholarship Series, Paper 

3852.Yale Law School Faculty Scholarship.(accessed Dec 2017) Available at: 

http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/fss_papers/3852 
15 ITU, “THE ITU NATIONAL CYBERSECURITY STRATEGY GUIDE” Available at: http://www.itu.int/ITU-

D/cyb/cybersecurity/docs/ITUNationalCybersecurityStrategyGuide.pdf 
16Gemalto, “Breach Level Index 2016” (accessed Oct 2017)  Available at: http://breachlevelindex.com/ 

Note: Breach Level Index  data reported until June 2017, Reasons of attack include attacks by Hacktivists, Malicious 

Insiders, Malicious Outsiders and State Sponsored attacks, accidental loss and unknown causes. All the data that is 

collected has either been reported directly by the company or organization breached or has been reported widely 

by major news outlets. Most of them have at least two sources to verify the story. The data for accidental loss 

accounted for less than 5% of the records. 
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ransomware has grown at a rate of over 2,500% per year.17 Arbor Networks18analyzed that enterprises, 

governments and educational institutes were most concerned with Distributed Denial of Services (DDoS) 

attacks through social engineering and Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) on corporate networks. Among 

web application attacks, Akamai reported that globally, the United States is the largest target. In the 

ESCAP region, Japan followed by Singapore and India suffered the highest number of web application 

attacks in the second quarter of 2017 according to their live monitor of web based attacks. 

Organizations in certain countries are more likely to have a data breach. Throughout the past four years, 

research by IBM and the Ponemon Institute studied the likelihood of one or more data breaches over a 

24-month period and found that South Africa and India have the highest estimated probability of 

occurrence. Germany and Canada have the lowest probability of a data breach in the next 24 months.19  

The motivations behind these attacks are diverse. Table 1 aims to summarize some of the cyberattack 

motivations and examples, while Figure 2 illustrates the trends by year and type of security incidents, 

developed by IBM, followed by Figure 3 on the number of cyberattacks in the ESCAP region, verified by 

media report between 2013 and 2017, based on the data from the Gemalto Cyber Breach Index. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
17CarbonBlack, The Ransomware Economy: 2017 Report (accessed Nov 2017) . Available at: Report available at:  

https://www.carbonblack.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Carbon-Black-Ransomware-Economy-Report-

101117.pdf 

Note: During the months of August and September 2017, researchers monitored 21 of the largest dark web 

marketplaces for new virtual offerings related to ransomware. The description of the offering and sales price was 

recorded for each offering. To represent the complete dark web economy, the sample of findings from 21 of the 

largest marketplaces was extrapolated to a population-wide value based on an assumption that approximately 

25% of the total dark web website population is composed of similar marketplaces. The analysis was conducted 

over dark web data dumps of 2016 and 2017 for comparative analysis. 2016 data dump available at: Python script 

for crawling :https://github.com/topics/dark-web; deep web data dump: 

https://github.com/vduddu/DeepWebLinks  

 
18Arbor Networks, “Worldwide Infrastructure Security Report, Vol. IX” 2017 (accessed Oct 2017). Available at: 

https://www.arbornetworks.com/images/documents/WISR2016_EN_Web.pdf 

Note: The below report explains the methodology of data collection. The research by Farnam Jahanian and Rob 

Malan of the University of Michigan, sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

(DARPA), Cisco, and Intel and their realtime network monitoring, is used by 90% of all Internet Service Providers 

and thus their focus of research is on the providers and the websites of those who use them. 
19IBM and Ponemon Institute, “Ponemon Institute’s 2017 Cost of Data Breach Study: Global Overview” 2017 

(accessed Oct 2017) Available at:  https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-

bin/ssialias?htmlfid=SEL03130WWEN& 
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Table 1. Examples of Cyberattack Motivation Categorization 

 

 NUISANCE DATA THEFT CYBERCRIME HACKTIVISM 

Objective Access and 

propagation 

Economic, 

political 

advantage 

Financial gain Defamation, 

press and 

policy 

Example Botnets and 

spam 

Advanced 

Persistent 

Threats 

Credit card 

theft 

Website 

defacement 

SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP 

 

Figure 2. Sampling of security incidents by attack type, time and impact (2014-2016) 

 
SOURCE: IBM Security, “IBM X-Force Threat Intelligence Index 2017: The year of the Mega Breach” Mar 2017 (accessed Sep 2017) 

Available at: https://www.ibm.com/security/xforce/. Size and type of bubble represent cyberattacks along the timeline 

identified by IBM and its cybersecurity partners for a particular category.  
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Figure 3. Cyberattacks reported and verified by the media between 2013-2017 in ESCAP 

 

SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP, data from Gemalto Breach Level Index archives (accessed October 2017), Information 

is Beautiful (accessed September 2017) 20 The number associated with each country represents the number of 

reported incidents. There could be a reporting bias where reporting is mandated or done thoroughly. It is also 

possible that the data is incomplete due to translation gaps from countries where reports are in national languages. 

                                                           
20 Note: BLI data reported until June 2017, Only data from ESCAP countries was considered for this graph. The 

United States was the highest recipient of cyberattacks. Reasons of attack include attacks by Hacktivists, Malicious 

Insiders, Malicious Outsiders and State Sponsored attacks, instances of accidental loss and unknown causes were 

ignored.  Pacific Islands data: Samoa and Nauru. Sources without second verifiable source were also omitted, 

unless self reported by the organization under attack. Data from BLI available at: http://breachlevelindex.com/(full 

archive available from Gemalto upon request) and Information is Beautiful data available 

at:https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Je-YUdnhjQJO_13r8iTeRxpU2pBKuV6RVRHoYCgiMfg/edit#gid=1 . 
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According to IBM, the biggest threats in cybersecurity over the past few years have been from phishing 

attacks, DdoS attacks and malware (i.e. ransomware). However, CompTia’s 2016 International Trends in 

CyberSecurity report states that 58% of global firms struggle more with security threats caused by human 

errors than technology risks, an issue that 61% say has become more of a risk over the past two years.21  

Figure 4. Realtime Web based cyberthreats logged in ESCAP (Q3, 2017) 

                                                           
21 CompTIA, “International Trends in Cybersecurity” (accessed Oct 2017). Available at:  

https://www.comptia.org/resources/international-trends-in-cybersecurity 

Note: The collected information came from 1,509 IT and business executives that were divided into two distinct 

categories: Maturing Economies (Brazil, India, Malaysia, Mexico, South Africa, Thailand, and the UAE) and Mature 

Economies (Australia, Canada, Germany, Japan, and the UK). In addition to country, the survey demographics 

covered a variety of job roles, company sizes, and industries. 
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SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP, data from Akamai Real Time Web Monitor (accessed on 8 November 2017) 22

2.1 Financial Impact of Cyberattacks 

Much has been reported on the financial impact of cyberattacks on organizations and enterprises. They 

include one from Juniper Research which claims that the impact of cyberattacks was $ 500 billion in 2015, 

and would quadruple to $ 2.1 trillion by 201923, representing 2.2% of global GDP.  Another report by the 

Center for International Governance Innovation (CIGI) estimated that cyberattacks cost an aggregate 

between $ 5.3 trillion and $ 15.7 trillion in 2016.24 The afore-mentioned Ponemon Institute calculated the 

cost of data breaches among a sample of 383 companies in 12 countries which had experienced a data 

breach and found that the average total cost of a data breach was $ 4 million (up 29% since 2013) and the 

average cost per lost record was $ 158 (up 15% since 2013) in 2017. The greatest cost component for 

organizations, on average, is lost business according to a Kaspersky Labs report. The second highest is the 

cost of working with customers and remediation, closely followed by the cost of detection25 as highlighted 

in Figure 5. Figure 6 illustrates cost by type of attack, followed by Figure 7 which indicates the number of 

lost record reported between 2013 and 2017 in the region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
22 Note: Real time data detected by Akamai’s threat analyzer’s in November presented, and current data is subject 

to change. Only data from ESCAP countries has been considered. For the purpose of this graph, cyber threat is 

used synonymously with cyberattack. The researcher is unaware of what is considered to be a threat under the 

real time monitor. Attackers may also be using virtual private network (VPN) to mask the real location of the 

cyberattack. The latest data can be found at: https://www.akamai.com/us/en/solutions/intelligent-

platform/visualizing-akamai/real-time-web-monitor.jsp. 
23James Moar, “The Future of Cybercrime and Security” Juniper Research, 25 Apr 2017 (accessed Sep 2017) 

.Available at: https://www.juniperresearch.com/researchstore/innovation-disruption/cybercrime-

security/enterprise-threats-mitigation 

Note: Juniper Research is a think tank based in the UK. Available at: 

https://www.juniperresearch.com/researchstore/innovation-disruption/cybercrime-security/enterprise-threats-

mitigation 
24Fen Hampson & Eric Jardine, Look Who’s Watching, Surveillance, Treachery and Trust Online: 2016, Center for 

International Governance Innovation (accessed Oct 2017).  

Note: CIGI is a think tank focusing on policy for the global economy, global security & politics, and international 

lawhttps://www.cigionline.org/publications/look-whos-watching-surveillance-treachery-and-trust-online 
25 ISOC, Global Internet Report 2016 
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Figure 5. Average Financial Impact of a data breach 

 

SOURCE: Kaspersky Labs, “Measuring the Financial Impact of IT Security on Businesses: IT Security Risks Report 

2016” Available at :https://www.kaspersky.com/blog/security_risks_report_financial_impact/ 

Figure 6. Financial Impact in dollars by type of attack 

 

SOURCE: Kaspersky Labs, “Measuring the Financial Impact of IT Security on Businesses: IT Security Risks Report 

2016” Available at:https://www.kaspersky.com/blog/security_risks_report_financial_impact/ 
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Figure 7. No. of records reported and verified as lost between 2013-2017 

 

SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP, data from Gemalto Breach Level Index archives (accessed October 2017), 

Information is Beautiful (accessed September 2017). Note. Instances of accidental loss are not considered 

The total number of records stolen in 2016 was 1,378,261 out of which the highest number of records lost 

belonged to government agencies (28%) and the technology industry (28%). There was also a spike in the 

number of cross country and global attacks with 1,249,934,495 records stolen between 2013 and 2017 

reported in 34 worldwide attacks.26 

                                                           
26Produced by ESCAP, data from Gemalto Breach Level Index archives (accessed October 2017), Information is 

Beautiful (accessed September 2017). Note: BLI data reported until June 2017, instances of accidental loss were 

ignored. 
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2.2 Political impact of cyberattacks 

At least five areas of the electoral process are potentially vulnerable to hacking. These are: (1) the 

information received by voters in the lead-up to the election; (2) the rolls used to check voters in on 

Election Day; (3) the machines on which voters cast their ballots; (4) the tabulation mechanisms for 

determining the winners; and (5) the dissemination systems used to spread news of the results.27 The 

cyberattacks on political systems affected the way electorates voted in 2017; some of the reported 

incidents are found in France28, US29 and Palestine30 among other countries. 

The emergence of AI and social media adds additional dimension to the cyberattack landscape. Facebook’s 

AI to suggest stories on a newsfeed uses hundreds of variables to create human powered inputs31 enabling 

advertisers that pay for targeted demographic advertisement campaigns.32 This algorithm also contributes 

to “viral” posts: this phenomenon has become a widely reported issue when the posts are not authentic 

or are created with malicious intent, as more users get their daily news on social media platforms.   

There are several other ways in which trust in political institutions can be affected. Today, we consider 

voice, image and video as evidence in the court of law. We are at a stage in AI development where that 

might not necessarily be enough anymore. Existing AI-related capabilities include but are not limited to 

the following:  

 

• Realistically changing the facial expressions and speech-related mouth movements of an 

individual on video33 

                                                           
27 Scott Shackelford et al, “Making Democracy Harder to Hack” University of Michigan Journal of Law Reform, 2017 

Available at:  

https://www.belfercenter.org/sites/default/files/files/publication/Making%20Democracy%20Harder%20to%20Hac

k.pdf 
28 Kim Willsher and Jon Henley, “Emmanuel Macron's campaign hacked on eve of French election” The Guardian 

(6th  May 2017) Available at:  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/may/06/emmanuel-macron-targeted-by-

hackers-on-eve-of-french-election 
29 The New York Times“Following the Links From Russian Hackers to the U.S. Election” (6th Jan 2017) 

Available at:  https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/07/27/us/politics/trail-of-dnc-emails-russia-

hacking.html?rref=collection%2Fnewseventcollection%2Frussian-election-

hacking&action=click&contentCollection=politics&region=rank&module=package&version=highlights&contentPl

acement=2&pgtype=collection 
30 ThreatConnect, “ KASPERAGENT Malware Campaign resurfaces in the run up to MayPalestinian Authority 

Elections” 14th June 2017 Available at: https://app.box.com/s/vye9qg0l3u5180jk03mwul4p7wlc3gvo. Also reported 

by: https://www.cyberscoop.com/report-malware-campaign-targeted-palestinian-authority-elections/ 
31 Michael Isikoff, “Under fire, Facebook refuses to disclose political ads bought by Russian trolls” Yahoo News, 8th 

Sep 2017. Available at:https://www.yahoo.com/news/fire-facebook-refuses-disclose-political-ads-bought-russian-

trolls-230143492.html 
32 Will Oremus, “Who Controls Your Facebook Feed” Slate Magazine, 3rd Jan 2017 Available at: 

http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/cover_story/2016/01/how_facebook_s_news_feed_algorithm_works.h

tml 
33SupasornSuwajanakorn, Steven M. Seitz, Ira Kemelmacher-Shlizerman, “Synthesizing Obama: Learning Lip Sync 

from Audio” University of Washington, SIGGRAPH 2017 Available at:  

http://grail.cs.washington.edu/projects/AudioToObama/ 
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• Generating a realistic-sounding, synthetic voice recording of any individual for whom there is 

sufficient training data, using VoCo by Adobe, “Photoshop for Audio” 34 

 

• Producing realistic, fake images based only on a text description 35 

 

• Producing written news articles based on structured data such as political polls, election results, 

financial reports and sports game statistics36 

 

2.3 Related Trends in Cyberattacks 

 

“Smart cities” investing in connecting their infrastructure to the Internet and wirelessly enabled sensors 

are more exposed than others. Infrastructure such as water supply, transportation systems and power 

grids can be attacked remotely by hackers. In that context, out of the 60 global metropolises analyzed by 

the Economic Intelligence Unit, cities in Asia (Tokyo, Singapore and Hong Kong) ranked highest in terms 

of their commitment to digital security whereas other cities were identified not prepared.37 The World 

Economic Forum named cyberattacks as the 8th most risk of highest concern within the next 10 years and 

7th in 2017.38   

 

According to various reports, large companies experience phishing attacks 57% more often than any other 

forms of cyberattack.39 Ransomware, botnets and advanced persistent threats are other areas of great 

concern and will be analyzed in detail in the following sections.  

 

 

                                                           
34Adobe Creative Cloud, “ #VoCo. Adobe MAX 2016 (Sneak Peeks) | Adobe Creative” 4th Nov 2016 Cloud. Available 

at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=244&v=I3l4XLZ59iw 
35Scott Reed et al, “Generative Adversarial Text to Image Synthesis” 1 University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 2 Max 

Planck Institute for Informatics 5th Jun 2016. Available at:https://arxiv.org/pdf/1605.05396.pdf 
36 Jonathan Holmes, “AI is already making inroads into journalism but could it win a Pulitzer?” The Guardian, 3rd 

April 2016. Available at:https://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/apr/03/artificla-intelligence-robot-reporter-

pulitzer-prize 
37 Economist Intelligence Unit, “Safe Cities Index 2017: Security in a rapidly urbanising world”,  2017 Available at: 

http://safecities.economist.com/safe-cities-index-2017 
38 World Economic Forum, “The Global Risks Report 2016: 11th Edition” 2016 Available at: 

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/GRR/WEF_GRR16.pdf 
39Grayson Kempe, “How Large Businesses Approach Cybersecurity in 2017: Survey” Clutch.co, 31st Aug 2017. 

Available at: https://clutch.co/it-services/cybersecurity/resources/how-large-businesses-approach-cybersecurity-

survey 

Note: Clutch.co is a B2B platform that connects over 7000 agencies with over 500 digital services. The study was 

conducted as a survey of 302 website managers of the private sector who answered questions about cybersecurity 

measures and types of attacks experienced.  
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2.4 Detailed Analysis by attack type 

2.4.1 Ransomware  

 

Comparing 2016 and 2017, the ransomware marketplace has grown from $250,000 to $6 million on the 

dark web, a growth rate of 2,502%. This economy extorts, according to the US Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (FBI), ransom payments that totaled about $ 1 Billion in 2016, up from $24 million in 2015.40 

 

In ESCAP countries, IP addresses registered in the Russian Federation and China had the largest number 

of ransomware distribution centers. Distributors are responsible for: 

 

1 – Distributing ransomware themselves via spam campaigns, social engineering, targeted hacks 

or exploit kits. 

 

2 – Leveraging ransomware-as-a-service. RaaS makes ransomware available to even novice 

criminals. This is generally done in a “spray-and-pray” fashion where attackers send the same 

malicious email to a giant list hoping a small percentage will click. Moving into 2018, ransomware 

increasingly targets businesses, as we saw with the WannaCry attacks in 2017.  

 

Missing from these records were countries located in the Pacific and Central and North Asia. It is possible 

however, that these IP addresses are used as VPNs to deflect the real location of the attackers. These 

findings were compiled from Ransomwaretracker, an open source reporting sites whose purpose is to 

inform cybersecurity professionals about the latest threats in ransomware. They do not sell or endorse 

any mitigation software.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
40CarbonBlack, The Ransomware Economy: 2017 Report (accessed Nov 2017) Available at: 

https://www.carbonblack.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Carbon-Black-Ransomware-Economy-Report-

101117.pdf 
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Figure 8. Identified IP Addresses for Ransomware Distribution on the internet between 2015-2017 

 

SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP. Data extracted from Ransomwaretracker by tallying the country location of IP Address 

of source of attack41. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
41 Note: It is possible that advanced Virtual Private Networks (VPN) was used by the perpetrator to mask the true 

source of attack. Ransomwaretracker is an open source project run by the non-profit organization abuse.ch that 

identifies botnet command and control, Ransomware distribution centers and Advanced Persistent Threats. The 

organization is run under a public-private partnership by CERN, CIRCL, Georgia Tech Information Security Center, 

and several private security vendors. Available at: https://ransomwaretracker.abuse.ch/tracker/. 
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2.4.2 Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) 

 

These are threats wherein hackers burrow into networks and maintain "persistence" — a connection that 

can't be stopped simply by software updates or rebooting a computer.42 These are generally carried out 

for the purpose of attacks on critical infrastructure, government or company assets and are generally well 

coordinated. An issue with Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) is that they are often not reported publicly 

by the organization under attack. For example, Yahoo! only recently admitted that the cyberattack it 

experienced in 2013 was much more severe than was originally reported with over 3 billion accounts being 

breached. 43 

 

2.4.3 Botnets  

 

Botnets are used for various purposes including the below:  

 

i. Carrying out DDoS attacks by consuming the bandwidth of the victim’s network 

ii. Spamming 

iii. Sniffing traffic to retrieve sensitive information like usernames and passwords or other 

botnets 

iv. Keylogging 

v. Spreading new malware  

vi. Installing advertisement addons as pop-ups on websites 

vii. Automated clicks creating revenue with Google AdSense (botnets can automatically click on 

advertisements) 

vii. Attacking Internet Relay Chat networks (similar to a DDoS attack) 

viii. Manipulating online polls and games by casting a vote as a real person 

ix. Mass identity theft through phishing 

 

Although bots are used by businesses to automate advertising through search engine optimization, 

Akamai found that aggressive or poorly coded bots can overtax the web infrastructure, cause site 

slowdown, and increase latency. The high volume of bot traffic on the Internet, even from good bots, can 

impose an undesired load on IT infrastructure. For many organizations, bots can represent 40-60% of 

overall site traffic.44 

                                                           
42 Paul Szoldra, “These are the most feared hacker groups in the world” Business Insider, 21 Jul 2016 Available at: 

http://www.businessinsider.com/advanced-persistent-threats-2016-7/#one-such-country-state-apt-used-four-

such-zero-days-in-an-attack-against-iranian-nuclear-sites-one-is-usually-enough-to-get-the-job-done-so-four-is-

pretty-much-unheard-of-5 
43Laura Hautala, “Your Yahoo account info was definitely hacked -- here's what to do” CNET 3rd Oct 2017 Available 

at: https://www.cnet.com/how-to/find-out-if-your-yahoo-account-was-hacked/ 
44Akamai Technologies, “Manage, Don’t Mitigate: What You Need to Know About Bots and Scrapers” (accessed 

Nov 2017) Available at:  https://www.akamai.com/us/en/multimedia/documents/content/manage-dont-mitigate-

what-you-need-to-know-bots-scrapers.pdf 

Note:There is no description of methodology for the claim of 40-60% representation of bots on site traffic.  
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There was a noticeable linkage between the level of bot sophistication and attack duration. DDoS bots 

use fake user agents to assume legitimate tool and browser identities in order to avoid detection. The 

quantity of sophisticated, browser-based bots that retain cookies and execute JavaScript rose from 8% in 

the prior quarter to 13.6% in the last quarter of 2016. In 2017, the number of advanced bots capable of 

bypassing security countermeasures, i.e., retain cookies and/or execute JavaScript, fell to 2.1% from 9.6% 

in Q1 2017.  

 

Lately, botnets have been reported to be used for secretly mining cryptocurrency by piggybacking on a 

vulnerable computer’s processing power to confirm transactions and generate new and potentially 

lucrative coins.45 Since mining cryptocurrencies require large amounts of CPU/GPU power, the botnet 

master goes after Windows Server machines, i.e. using malware to mine Monero by stealing computing 

resources of compromised computers.46  

 

2.4.4 Phishing 

 

"Phishing” mail pretends to be legitimate (such as fake PayPal or banking-related email) and asks their 

intended victims to go online and submit their private information. The fake emails are generated and 

sent by bots and often use social engineering to obtain sensitive information.  

 

Of more than 537,000 phishing threats GreatHorn, a cybersecurity company, detected for its research, 

91% contained characteristics of display name spoofs. Display name spoofs impersonate a person familiar 

to a business user in order to fool the recipient into thinking that the message came from a trusted 

source.47 Multiple fake websites pretending to be Ebay, PayPal, or a bank, and harvest personal 

information have also been identified. Artificial intelligence employing social engineering is also used to 

conduct phishing campaigns.  

 

Other methods of phishing are discussed in detail below: 

 

Compromised Web Servers: One of the ways in which phishing attacks are carried out is by breaking into 

vulnerable web servers and installing malicious web content. Attackers scan for vulnerabilities and when 

it is found, a rootkit or password protected backdoor is installed to gain access to the server. In the event 

that the server is on a cloud, a pre-built website is downloaded. Then, this website is advertised on the 

                                                           
45Joon Ian Wong, “How to tell if your computer is secretly mining cryptocurrency, and what to do about it”, Quartz 

Media, 24th Sep 2017Available at:  https://qz.com/1085171/how-to-tell-if-your-computer-is-secretly-mining-

cryptocurrency-and-what-to-do-about-it/ 
46Nuno Henriquez, “Hackers Exploiting Microsoft Servers to Mine Monero - Makes $63,000 In 3 Months” LinkedIn, 

29 Sep 2017 Available at: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/hackers-exploiting-microsoft-servers-mine-monero-

makes-henriques 
47Catherine Arizan, “Global Spear Phising Report 2017” Greathorn Cybersecurity Available at: 

https://www.greathorn.com/greathorns-2017-spear-phishing-report-shows-91-percent-phishing-attacks-display-

name-spoofs/ 
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Internet either through spamming, pay per click advertisements, piggybacking or through bot traffic. This 

is done in order to increase visibility of the website for search engines. Search engines like Google use 

website traffic as a major criterion for page ranking. There are both white hat and black hat ways of 

increasing website visibility on search engines. Eventually, web traffic begins arriving at the phishing web 

site and potential victims access malicious content. The Honeynet Project analyzed honeypot data 

gathered by various honeypot tools and concluded that compromised honeypots were also used for 

purposes such as an Internet Relay Chat (IRC) bot, to scan and locate additional vulnerable computers.48 

 

Port Redirection: A port redirection attack is another type of attack based on trust exploitation. This 

method employs a port-redirection or port-forwarding service installed on a targeted server. The attacker 

uses a compromised host to gain access through a firewall that would otherwise be blocked. In simple 

words, every time a computer inside a network wants to connect to a computer on the Internet, it sends 

the request to the router. This router then takes the connection request and changes it from the private 

IP of the computer to the public IP of the router, so that the response is sent to the router. Port Forwarding 

is a way to tell your router what computer inside the network incoming connections should be directed 

to.49 Hackers use this method to connect a computer to a compromised server containing malicious 

content, effectively corrupting a computer. In the analysis by the Honeynet Project, an example of port 

redirection was designed to re-route HTTP requests sent to their honeypot web server to another remote 

web server, resulting in a phishing attack.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
48David Watson et all, “Know your Enemy: Phishing techniques”, The Honeynet Project (accessed Oct 2017) 

Available at: http://www.honeynet.org/node/90. 

Note. The writers are primary researchers at Google DeepMind. 
49StackExchange: Superuser, “What is port forwarding and what is it used for?” Available at: 

https://superuser.com/questions/284051/what-is-port-forwarding-and-what-is-it-used-for 
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Figure 9, Phishing attacks reported and verified by the online community (2013-2017) 

 

SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP, data extracted from PhishTank statistics. Available from: 

https://www.phishtank.com/stats.php 

2.4.5 Website Defacement  

Website defacement is similar to drawing graffiti on a wall, only it happens virtually. Websites’ appearance 

change - pictures and/or words are scrawled across the defaced website. This is the least damaging type 

of cyberattack carried out but can still lead to bad public relations for a government or company. 

According to Zone-H Archive data50, out of 30 different hack modes for website defacement during 2014-

2015, the most common modes of attack were via SQL injection, followed by abusing vulnerabilities in the 

servers or web applications and admin mistake. Notably, social engineering and brute force attacks by 

employing password guessing AI algorithms were also widely employed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
50 www.zone-h.org 
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Figure 10. Hack modes for website defacement (2014-2015) 

 
SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP, Data extracted from Zone-H archives51. Note: Only top 10 hacks are featured above. 

 

Among ESCAP countries, the highest number of website defacement incident was detected in India, 

followed by the Russian Federation and Indonesia, according to Zone-H Archive. However, it is likely that 

there are more unreported cases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
51 Zone-H is an open sourced hacking reporting website run by an individual. The archives have over 18,000 

instances and the entire archives from 2012 to 2018 can be available upon request from the archiver. ESCAP has 

no way of validating the claims made through these data dumps and thus leaves appropriate judgment to be made 

by the reader. 
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Figure 11. Website defacement attacks reported to Zone-H in 2014-2015, by country 

 

SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP. Data from Zone-H Website Defacement archives. (accessed October 2017) 
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3. Artificial Intelligence in Cyberattack 

Artificial Intelligence is increasingly used in cyberattacks across the globe. Most machine learning, for 

example, is developed without taking into account possible misuse for cyberattacks, according to Ian 

Goodfellow, a research scientist at OpenAI, a-non-profile AI research company52, and Google Brain, an AI 

research team at Google53. As such, the consequences of misuse are more severe. According to Dr. Dawn 

Song, who explored the relationship between AI and cyberattacks, machine learning systems are often 

developed to handle confidential data, because sensitive data processing by machine learning eliminates 

human involvements and errors. However, it is difficult to design defense measures in machine learning 

that is truly adaptive because of the massive amount of possible inputs. To break a machine learning 

model, an attacker may compromise its confidentiality, integrity, or availability, often referred to as the 

CIA triad in information security.54  

In addition, AI has been used in designing and implementing cyberattacks. Some of the examples are listed 

below: 

 

i. Self-learning AI systems capable of identifying vulnerable targets, errors in code and network 

misconfigurations can exacerbate cyberattacks55. DARPA hosted the Cyber Grand Challenge that 

pitted computers against each other in a game to detect, evaluate, and patch software 

vulnerabilities56 

 

ii. Threat actors could use AI to help calculate and execute attacks designed to do maximum 

damage, such as to carry out “zero day57 exploits” even potentially predicting vulnerabilities likely 

to be present in future software releases. 

 

iii. Human-chosen text passwords are vulnerable to guessing attacks. Neural networks can often 

guess passwords more effectively than state-of-the-art approaches, through methods such as 

probabilistic context-free grammars and Markov Models58, that allows hackers to breach 

password protected accounts.59 

                                                           
52 https://www.openai.com/ 
53 https://ai.google/research/teams/brain 
54Techopedia Dictionary, “CIA Triad of Information Security” (accessed Nov 2017) Available at:  

https://www.techopedia.com/definition/25830/cia-triad-of-information-security 
55 Brian Buntz, “IoT Cybersecurity in the Future Could Pit AI against AI” Internet of Things Institute, 3 Jul 2017 

Available at: http://www.ioti.com/security/iot-cybersecurity-future-could-pit-ai-against-ai 
56 DARPA, “The World’s First Al--Machine Hacking Tournament” Available at: 

http://archive.darpa.mil/cybergrandchallenge/ 
57 It refers to vulnerability in software, hardware and computer systems. 
58 Markov Models are stochastic models that describe a sequence of possible events in which the probability of 

each event depends only on the state attained in the previous event. To predict passwords, the observed activities 

of the system are analyzed to infer the probability that the Markov-chain model supports the observed activities.   
59 William Melicheret et al, “Fast, Lean, and Accurate: Modeling Password Guessability Using Neural Networks”, 

Carnegie Mellon University (2016). Available at: https://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity16/technical-

sessions/presentation/melicher 
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iv. Customizing spearphishing attacks by using AI systems can help gather, organize and process 

large databases to connect identifying information, making this type of attack easier and faster to 

carry out. For example, personal information about prospective targets, details such as where 

they bank or who their friends are through analyzing publicly available social media profiles and 

photo accounts is possible with AI60 

 

v. Human Interaction Proofs (or CAPTCHAs) can be broken by utilizing locating the characters 

(segmentation step) and employing neural networks for character recognition61 

vi. Adversarial models capable of tampering with a machine learning model’s integrity can alter 

its predictions to differ from the intended ones. For instance, spammers try to design their e-mail 

messages to be incorrectly recognized as legitimate messages.62 

vii. Generative Models can be used as a compression scheme to reconstruct a 

different image from the one that the compressor sees.63 For example, tricking self-driving cars 

into seeing a stop sign as a green light resulting in crashes. It can also be used for fraud, for 

instance, by tricking ATM scanners to read a higher value written on a check for withdrawal.64 

viii. An adversary can exploit statistical machine learning, as used in the SpamBayes spam filter65, 

to conduct a spearphishing attack to render it useless--even if the adversary's access is limited to 

only 1% of the training messages.66 

x. Attackers can poison training dataset (e.g., poison labels) to fool learning system to learn wrong 

model. The purpose of poisoning attacks may vary from affecting the performance of learning 

algorithm to deliberately introducing specific biases in the model.67 

                                                           
60Jeremy Straub, “Artificial intelligence cyber attacks are coming – but what does that mean?”, NDSU Institute for 

Cyber Security Education and Research. For The Conversation, 28 Aug 2017 https://theconversation.com/artificial-

intelligence-cyber-attacks-are-coming-but-what-does-that-mean-82035 
61 . Chellapilla and P. Y. Simard, “Using Machine Learning to Break Visual  Human Interaction  Proofs  (HIPs)”,  in  

Advances in  Neural Information Processing Systems 17, pp. 265-272, 2005.  
62Blaine Nelson, “Behavior of Machine Learning Algorithms in Adversarial Environments” Electrical Engineering and 

Computer Sciences University of California at Berkeley November 23, 2010 Available at: 

https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~adj/publications/paper-files/EECS-2010-140.pdf 
63 Ian J. Goodfellow et al. “Generative Adversarial Networks” Available at: .https://arxiv.org/pdf/1406.2661.pdf 
64Adam Geitgey, “Machine Learning is Fun Part 8: How to Intentionally Trick Neural Networks: A Look into the 

Future of Hacking”, Medium Magazine, 11 Aug 2017 Available at:  https://medium.com/@ageitgey/machine-

learning-is-fun-part-8-how-to-intentionally-trick-neural-networks-b55da32b7196 
65 This project is developing a statistical anti-spam filter. More at http://spambayes.sourceforge.net/. There are 

training and testing data in machine learning. To predict outcomes effectively, it is necessary to first feed in the training 

data and testing data to verify if your model is probabilistically more or less correct. In general, the data set is divided 

randomly into two and use one half as a training set and the other half as a testing set.  
66Blaine Nelson et al, “Exploiting Machine Learning to Subvert Your Spam Filter” University of California, Berkeley, 

April 2008 Available at: https://people.eecs.berkeley.edu/~tygar/papers/SML/Spam_filter.pdf 
67 Reuters. “Microsoft's AI Twitter bot goes dark after racist, sexist tweets”. 24 March 2016. 

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-microsoft-twitter-bot-idUSKCN0WQ2LA 
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xi.  Exploratory attacks to conduct model inversion: the attackers may infer sensitive features used 

as inputs to decision tree models for lifestyle surveys, as well as to recover images from 

application programming interface (API) access to facial recognition services.68 

 

 

4. Artificial Intelligence in Cybersecurity 

Data science is not traditionally a part of IT security systems. However, this landscape is changing rapidly 

as more research is conducted to incorporate AI in cybersecurity. This section details the ways in which AI 

can be used in both scenarios of cyberspace: in attack as well as in defense. 

 

AI has various applications with respect to cybersecurity. It is more useful in terms of passive cybersecurity 

in which the system is capable of proactively preventing data breaches and has the capability to assist 

cybersecurity professionals in their jobs. For example, Cylance is software that uses machine learning to 

detect and prevent malware from penetrating a network through endpoints. Darktrace is a company that 

uses machine learning to learn what is normal for an organization’s network environment to determine 

abnormal behaviors that can be potential data breaches. The below section will examine machine learning 

and other aspects of AI in more detail. 

4.1 Machine Learning Applications in Cybersecurity 

Machine learning for cybersecurity research thus far has been focused on its direct applications to the 

open web, e.g., modeling threat propagation for detecting malicious activities69, adaptive trust modeling 

for cybersecurity70, game-theoretic modeling of cybersecurity threats like information leakage71, adaptive 

attacker strategy evolution72, privacy preserving data analysis73, attacks on machine learning classifiers74, 

or detecting user authenticity in social networks. Machine learning was found particularly effective in the 

below areas. 

4.1.1 User and Entity Behavior Analytics: is a machine learning model that discovers security anomalies 

by using advanced analysis, aggregating data from logs and reports, looks at packet, flow, file and other 

types of information, as well as certain kinds of threat data to determine the likelihood of a cyberattack. 

                                                           
68Atul Kumar, “Adversarial Machine Learning” LinkedIn, 20 Jul 2017 https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/adversarial-

machine-learning-atul-kumar 
69Kevin M. Carter et al. “Probabilistic threat propagation for malicious activity detection.”In ICASSP. (2013) 
70Paul Robertson and Robert Laddaga.“Adaptive Security and Trust”. In SASOW (2012) 
71Haifeng Xu et al.  Security Games with Information Leakage: Modeling and Computation. In IJCAI. (2015) 
72Michael L. Winterrose, Kevin M. Carter, Neal Wagner, and William W. Streilein. 2014. Adaptive Attacker Strategy 

Development Against Moving Target Cyber Defenses. CoRR abs/1407.8540 (2014) 
73  James R. Foulds, Joseph Geumlek, Max Welling, and Kamalika Chaudhuri. 2016. On the Œeory and Practice of 

Privacy-Preserving Bayesian Data Analysis. CoRR abs/1603.07294 (2016). 
74Igor Burago and Daniel Lowd. 2015. Automated Attacks on Compression-Based Classifiers. In AISec. 
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Application Log Data contains information about user and system action75, the networks it is connected 

to, the flow of information within a system and between systems, the condition of a computer system 

with relevance to disk space, errors, audits etc. With massive amounts of data being generated about low 

disk space, an operation being carried out, error events, failures and audits on security events by 

application log data, it is very difficult to efficiently monitor and pinpoint anomalies in a system.  

AI has the capability to go through millions of logs and point out the ones that are irregular. In particular, 

the field of machine learning can be used to predict the vulnerabilities, mode of attack and notify a 

cybersecurity personnel of a network breach. There are at least nine companies that successfully 

incorporate machine learning in their cybersecurity products.76 Recently, Amazon Web Services (AWS) 

launched Amazon Macie, which is a security service that uses machine learning to automatically discover, 

classify, and protect sensitive data. 77 Similarly, a system called App Inventor 2, developed at MIT's 

Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, reviews data from tens of millions of log lines 

each day and pinpoints anything suspicious.78 

4.1.2 Encryption 

Cloud applications have improved and proven their reliability over time, with educational and 

governmental institutions alike relying on platforms like Citrix management. They’ve become a viable 

option for enterprises because they have easy implementation and hosting with less costs.79 A key part of 

secure cloud applications are secure sockets layer/ transport layer security (SSL/TLS) encryption. Signified 

by a HTTPS URL and lock icon on browsers, SSL/TLS encryption was primarily developed to provide secure 

authentication on the web for e-commerce and other financial transactions but has now expanded its 

usage into all sectors of web-based security.  

The SSL/TLS encryption provides communication security and privacy over the Internet for applications 

such as web, email, instant messaging (IM) and some virtual private networks (VPNs). SSL Certificates 

                                                           
75Techopedia , “Definition - What does Application Log mean?” (accessed Oct 2017) Available at: 

https://www.techopedia.com/definition/1819/application-log 
76Andrey Abakumov, “Machine -learning-in-cybersecurity”, Github (accessed Oct 2017) Available at: 

https://github.com/andrewaeva/machine-learning-in-cybersecurity 
77AWS, “What Is Amazon Macie?” Available at:  http://docs.aws.amazon.com/macie/latest/userguide/what-is-

macie.html 
78Brian Barrett, “MIT’s teaching AI how to stop cyberattacks” Wired Magazine, 18 Apr 2016 Available at:  

https://www.wired.com/2016/04/mits-teaching-ai-help-analysts-stop-cyberattacks/ 
79SonicWall, “2017 SonicWall Annual Threat Report” Available at: https://www.sonicwall.com/en-us/lp/2017-

sonicwall-annual-threat-report 

Note:Data for the 2017 SonicWall Annual Threat Report   was gathered by the SonicWall GRID Threat 

Network,   which sources information from global devices and resources including: More than 1 million security 

sensors in nearly 200 countries   and territories, Cross-vector threat-related information shared among SonicWall 

security systems, including firewalls, email security, endpoint security, honeypots, content filtering systems and 

SonicWall Capture multi-engine sandbox technology, SonicWall malware analysis automation framework, fully 

developed internally, Malware/IP reputation data from tens of thousands of firewalls   and email security devices 

around the globe, Shared threat intelligence from more than 50 industry collaboration groups and research 

organizations • Intelligence from freelance security researchers, Spam alerts from millions of computer users 

protected by SonicWall email security solutions 
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employ cryptography to secure communication between web servers and websites using long strings of 

randomly generated numbers to create a key or a password that is only accessible between these two 

endpoints.80 Entry into a system’s servers is much more difficult with SSL Certification, a website is more 

trusted by web browsers such as Google and it is more difficult for hackers to gain entry into an 

organization’s cloud operations with SSL Certification. 

However, there have been several cases in which hackers were able to intercept encryption keys and 

attack a website. Leaked secret keys allow the attacker to decrypt any past and future traffic to the 

protected services and to impersonate the service at will. The OpenSSL Heartbleed vulnerability is one 

such example.81 In response to preventing leaked SSL keys from creating chaos, researchers are 

concentrating on algorithms that continuously rewrite encryption keys, making an enterprise system 

more secure from hackers trying to access it via endpoints.82 

 

For example, researchers from Northwestern University have proposed a methodology called Hamsa*, 

which they claim is a network-based automated signature generation system for polymorphic worms 

which is fast, noise-tolerant and attack-resilient.83

 

4.1.3 Deep Learning 

 

Several organizations have “bring your own device (BYOD)” policies, where employees are expected to 

connect to the organization’s WiFi to work. However, WiFi networks, especially public WiFI networks, are 

culpable to hacking and targeted DDoS attacks. There are several simple tutorials which allow a hacker to 

access the IP address of a device from a WiFi network and shutdown the system or put ransomware on 

them. In addition, there are hacking services available on dark web marketplaces which will be elaborated 

later. WiFi devices and networks tend to be less secure than broadband networks. Another issue with 

BYOD policies is the abuse of organizational information by employees. A report by 

PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), the Global State of Information Security Survey, found that current 

employees, previous employees, partners, contractors and customers with malicious intent accounted for  

                                                           
80GlobalSign: GMO Internet Group, “What is an SSL Certificate?” https://www.globalsign.com/en/ssl-information-

center/what-is-an-ssl-certificate/ 
81SignalSense, “Using Deep Learning to Detect Threats” 2017 http://www.ten-

inc.com/presentations/deep_learning.pdf 
82 Ben Rossi, “How AI has created an arms race in the battle against cybercrime” Information Age, 20th  Mar 2017 

http://www.information-age.com/ai-created-arms-race-battle-cybercrime-123465117/ 
83Zhichuan Li et al, “Hamsa∗: Fast Signature Generation for Zero-day PolymorphicWorms with Provable Attack 

Resilience”, Northwestern University (2006) 
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the highest share of data breaches in 2015.84 The 2015 Data Breach Investigation by Verizon also found 

that of insider incidents, 37.6% of the attacks came from ordinary end users.85 

 

One way of preventing abuses from insiders is to employ AI to monitor an employee’s behavior in a 

network. AI can now help detect a break from normal employee behaviour. This technology could be used 

to discover employees that are accessing sensitive company information and evidence of them 

transferring this information outside of organization walls. AI can also be used to detect instances of policy 

breaches by employees, although it is on a more invasive level and questions about the privacy of 

individuals come into play. Tasks as harmless as using USB storage can now be analysed for signs of 

malicious intent and corporate corruption through the help of deep learning algorithms. For example, 

Darktrace uses neural networks and deep learning to detect previously unidentified cyber threats. The 

ability to self-learn and adapt to a changing environment in real-time allows organizations to reconcile 

the need for an interconnected workforce, customer base and supply chain, whilst ensuring that they 

protect against serious, existential threats to their businesses in the most effective and pragmatic way 

possible.  

 

4.1.4 Endpoint Device Security 

 

Machine learning has also expanded into cybersecurity with endpoint devices such as mobile phones, 

iPads, notebooks etc. 30% of Android users don't protect their smartphones with passwords, and 44% do 

not have an anti-malware solution installed, according to research from Kaspersky Labs and B2B 

International.86 Tackling the preparation and prevention of the cyber kill chain87, applications such as 

Zimperium can distinguish normal from malicious behavior on Android and iOS devices. It uses the z9 

engine that is inserted into a device within the zIPS app, which is capable of performing device forensics, 

network forensics and detecting malware. It provides users with information on nearby WiFi networks 

                                                           
84PwC, “The Global State of Information Security Survey” (2015) Available at: 

https://docs.m0m0g33k.net/CyberSec&GRC/pwc-global-state-of-information-security-survey-20.pdf 

Note: The 2015 survey was conducted online from March 27, 2014 to May 25, 2014; readers of CIO, CSO, and 

clients of PwC from around the globe were invited via e-mail to take the survey. The margin of error is less than 

1%. The results discussed in this report are based on the responses of more than 9,700 CEOs, CFOs, CIOs, CISOs, 

CSOs, VPs, and directors of IT and security practices across more than 154 countries.  
85Verizon, “The 2015 Data Breach Investigation Report”. (2015) Available at: 

https://iapp.org/media/pdf/resource_center/Verizon_data-breach-investigation-report-2015.pdf 

Note: With 70 organizations contributing data in 2015, there is no single means used to collect and record the 

data. Instead, Verizon employed different methods to gather and aggregate the data produced by a range of 

approaches by its contributors. All results are based on firsthand evidence collected during paid external forensic 

investigations and related intelligence operations we conducted from 2004 through 2014. The 2014 caseload is the 

primary analytical focus of the report, but the entire range of data is referenced throughout. Once an investigation 

is completed, our analysts use case evidence, reports, and interviews to create a VERIS record of the incident(s) 
86 Alan Zeichick, “The IoT calls for an AI-based security approach” Network World, 14 Dec 2014 Available at: 

https://www.networkworld.com/article/3014499/internet-of-things/the-iot-calls-for-an-ai-based-security-

approach.html 

Note: During 2013 and 2014, Kaspersky Lab detected around 315,000 daily malicious samples. 
87 It describes various stages of cyberattacks. 
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and their potential risks to alert the user if a network is vulnerable to attackers and hackers. It also 

compiles this data and notifies other users in the zIPS network of the WiFi risk.  

 

Additionally, endpoint device security through apps like these that employ machine learning also allows 

enterprise level mobile device security solutions. With the possibility of monitoring mobile devices within 

a workplace, BYOD policies become more resilient. However, these devices may also contain personal 

information and data, and no analysis on this issue has been conducted. Artificial Intelligence is even more 

valuable when it comes to controlling network activity to ensure network security policies are upheld. 

While endpoint device security is important and machine learning is making it increasingly easier to 

monitor these devices, enterprises having access to an employee’s personal data may be interpreted as 

surveillance and further privacy policy discussion needs to be conducted on this matter. 

 

4.1.5 Risk Modeling 

 

Defensive capabilities against the cyber kill chain are defined by the US Department of Homeland Security 

as preparation, prevention, detection, response and recovery against cyberattack, which could be 

enhanced with machine learning models.88 With respect to detection, several machine learning models 

are available to help visualize large quantities of logged data and present it in a comprehensible way. 

Some examples include: 

i. algorithms that employ natural language processing (NLP) to produce documentation containing 

repetitive tests and charts to intelligently describe analysis of application logs, packets etc. 

ii. automation and open source coding to streamline risk modelling data collection, cleaning, validation 

and calculation 

iii. automated clustering applications to visualize and speed up the process of cyber security analysis using 

tools such as Graphistry 

v. robotic process automation and mixed data processing architecture which can lower cybersecurity 

costs, improve efficiency in threat detection and overall process and system efficiency.89 

 

4.1.6 Honeypots 

 

Honeypots are designed to lure hackers by masquerading as a web server, pretending to contain the kind 

of personal data that hackers are looking for, such as credit card numbers, emails, and medical records. 

                                                           
88Irving Lachow, “Active Cyber Defense: A Framework for Policymakers” Center for a New American Security, Feb 

2013Available at:  https://s3.amazonaws.com/files.cnas.org/documents/CNAS_ActiveCyberDefense_Lachow_0.pdf 
89Marsh and McLenanon, “MMC Cyber Handbook: Increasing resilience in the Digital Economy 2016”. Accessed: 

September 2017. Available at: https://www.marsh.com/content/dam/marsh/Documents/PDF/US-

en/MMC%20Cyber%20Handbook%202016-11-2016.pdf 
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Artificial intelligence programs are able to learn the behavior of thousands of bots in cyberspace and group 

them into networks based on that behavior.90 

Table 2. Top 5 IP addresses with Mirai Botnet collected by Honeypots 

Country No. of Attempts 

China 102975 

Vietnam 15573 

Republic of Korea 29465 

United States 17062 

Brazil 16609 

SOURCE: Arbor Networks, “Worldwide Infrastructure Security Report: ATLAS Special report” 2016. Pg 72 

In September and October 2016, attackers leveraged hundreds of thousands of IoT devices with weak 

telnet passwords to launch DDoS attacks. An analysis by Arbor networks on the Mirai botnet found the 

most number of attacks from the above countries.  

4.2 Drawbacks to using machine learning 

There is a view that application and hardware log data may not necessarily be useful, according to a senior 

manager of threat and investigative services at Citrix. Terms like “machine learning” and heuristics could 

be useful but whether an implemented enterprise logging policy exists and whether these logs are 

aggregated and analyzed in a useful way with ease would be critical questions to determine their 

effectiveness. 91 Furthermore, Credential spear phishing is an issue that does not lend itself to a machine 

learning (ML) solution - the difficulty is that there are too few known anomalies in any given dataset from 

which the algorithm can successfully learn. Since machine learning 'learns' from past behaviors, any 

previously unseen attacker is to some extent invisible to machine learning algorithms because there is no 

prior history from which to learn. Essentially, the AI community is still working on handling cybersecurity 

from various angles but there might not necessarily be a ML approach that can handle issues such as 

credential spear phishing.  

                                                           
90Hunter Stuart, “Botnets Plague the Web. This AI Is Out to Stop Them” Motherboard- Vice, 14 Mar 2016 Available 

at:  https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/bmvj88/botnets-plague-the-web-this-ai-is-out-to-stop-them 
91CyberESI, “SECURITY MYTHS THAT CAN MAKE YOU LAUGH… OR CRY” Available at: 

https://www.cyberesi.com/security-myths-can-make-laugh-cry/ 
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5. IoT Security 
 

An integral part of AI is Internet of Things (IoT) which connects devices to machines to collect and transmit 

data, which are in many cases used for Big Data analytics and machine learning. IoT has been instrumental 

in improving efficiencies and data availability in monitoring weather, conditions of building and 

infrastructure, movements of goods, medical supplies, just to name a few, without human interventions.  

 

Juniper Research reported that the number of IoT connected devices will grow to 38.5 billion in 2020, up 

from 13.4 billion in 2015: a rise of over 285%. 92Along the same lines, the McKinsey Global Institute 

predicts that the total potential economic impact of IoT will be in the range of $3.9 trillion to $11.1 trillion 

per year in 2025.93 However, because of the ubiquitous nature of IoT, the associated cybersecurity risks 

could also increase exponentially and deep into people’s homes, offices, schools and hospitals through 

smart homes, smart tv’s, smart cars, power grids etc.  

 

IoT devices have access to and can be accessed from outside parties such as cloud and mobile services. In 

addition, companies like Salesforce have advertised AI products such as Einstein 94 being able to provide 

troubleshooting and customer services through remote monitoring of IoT. They detail how a dishwasher 

connected to the Salesforce IoT Cloud is capable of identifying issues and triggering cases to their Field 

Service Lighting to dispatch a repair tech without the customer or agent being involved. Such connectivity 

could present a threat to device security.  

In recent years, attacks on IoT have focused on critical infrastructure. For example, hackers attacked a 

German steel mill in 201595, shut down the Ukrainian power station resulting in 80,000 people losing 

power96 in the same year and two cybersecurity experts demonstrated how they took control over a Jeep 

as it was cruising down the freeway.97 IoT devices continue to be compromised on a massive scale and 

used to mount distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks that disrupted large companies. Cyber criminals 

also found new ways to compromise AndroidTM devices using overlay attacks, despite operating system 

security updates.98 

                                                           
92 Juniper Research, “The Internet of Things: Consumer, Industrial & Public Services 2015-2020” Available at: 

https://www.juniperresearch.com/press/press-releases/iot-connected-devices-to-triple-to-38-bn-by-2020 
93McKinsey Global Institute. 2015. The Internet of Things: Mapping the Value Beyond the Hype. 

https://www.mckinsey.de/files/ unlocking_the_potential_of_the_internet_of_things_full_report.pdf   

Note: Adjusted to 2015 dollars; for sized applications only and includes consumer surplus. Numbers do not sum to 

total because of rounding.  
94Jim Sinai, “Introducing Salesforce Einstein–AI for Everyone” Salesforce Blog, 19th Sep 2016 Available at: 

https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2016/09/introducing-salesforce-einstein.html 
95Kim Zetter, “A cyberattack has caused confirmed physical damage for the second time ever” Wired Magazine 

(accessed Oct 2017)Available at:  https://www.wired.com/2015/01/german-steel-mill-hack-destruction/ 
96BBC News, “Ukraine power cut 'was cyber-attack'” 11th Jan 2017 Available at: 

http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-38573074 
97Brian Buntz, “The 10 Most Vulnerable IoT Security Targets” , Internet of Things Institute, 27 Jul 2016 Available at: 

http://www.ioti.com/security/10-most-vulnerable-iot-security-targets 
98 2017 SonicWall Annual Threat Report    
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5.1 Machine Learning in IoT Security 

The machine learning community has responded to the security challenges of multiple connected devices 

that need to be monitored with quick large-scale monitoring capabilities. 

Instead of looking for per-device security, network-based solutions can help secure IoT devices by defining 

and registering every device that is allowed to access a network in order to prevent intruders from getting 

into IoT networks. Machine learning engines that monitor incoming and outgoing IoT device traffic can 

create a profile that determines the normal behavior of the IoT ecosystem. From there, detecting threats 

will boil down to discovering traffic and exchanges that do not fall within the established normal behavior, 

similar to User and Entity Behavior Analytics (UEBA) to alert device owners about potential risks and 

suspicious behavior.  

 

In practice, the functionality of each IoT device is very limited, and thus it is much harder to sneak in 

malicious requests and much easier to establish a finite set of rules to determine normal and anomalous 

behavior. These traffic monitoring schemes are also applied to interactions between devices, resulting in 

finding attacks from compromised devices. Although IoT has a large number of logs with respect to 

machine-to-machine (M2M) traffic, since device functionality and interaction is limited per device, singling 

out devices that are engaging in abnormal exchanges with other devices in their networks is relatively 

easy.  

 

Most IoT devices come equipped with signature-based protection but cryptography has been proven to 

be inefficient for the protection of IoT since most users generally do not change the password that comes 

with the device. This insufficiency can be compensated by behavior-based solutions. Other machine 

learning based solutions include honeypotting. For example, the HoneyThing project is a honeypot for 

Internet of TR-069 Things which is designed to act as a modem/router that has RomPager embedded web 

server and supports TR-069 (CWMP) protocol. 99 

 

 

                                                           
99Omer Erdem, “Honeything Project”, Available at: https://github.com/omererdem/honeything 
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6. The Dark Web Marketplace 

The deep web is “the portion of the Internet that is hidden from conventional search engines, as by 

encryption; the aggregate of unindexed websites.” 100 It must be noted that around 75% of websites today 

are not active, but parked domains or similar.101 

The dark web, on the other hand, is defined as “the portion of the Internet that is intentionally hidden 

from search engines, uses masked IP addresses, and is accessible only with a special web browser: part of 

the deep web.”102 So essentially, the dark web is a part of the deep web. 

While it's most famously been used for black market drug sales and even child pornography, the dark web 

also enables anonymous whistleblowing and protects users from surveillance and censorship.103 

And here, according to LogDog’s research, is what your account is worth on the dark web: 

 

Table 3. Price range of hacked accounts on the dark web 

Service Min. Price Max. Price 

Yahoo 70 cents $1.20 

Gmail 70 cents $1.20 

Dell 80 cents $2 

Uber $1 $2 

Amazon 70 cents $6 

Paypal $1 $80 

SOURCE: Mark Stockley, “What your hacked account is worth on the Dark Web” Available at: 

https://nakedsecurity.sophos.com/2016/08/09/what-your-hacked-account-is-worth-on-the-dark-web/ 

The dark web marketplace also expands to providing goods and services for conducting cyberattacks. 

Today, it is just as easy to buy code packages meant to hack into servers and systems as it is to buy bulk 

email, Instagram, Pinterest accounts for black hat search engine optimization and phishing. Phishing as a 

service (PhaaS) is a new store on the Russian dark web which offers complete solution for the beginning 

scammer, which includes the scam page, the landing page and a backend database to store the stolen 

credentials.  An SMTP server is sold online for between $1.25 and $3 while a list of 100,000 emails would 

                                                           
100 The Deep web vs. the Dark Web, Dictionary.com Available at: http://www.dictionary.com/e/dark-web/ 
101Domain statistics, InternetLiveStats, Available at:http://www.internetlivestats.com/total-number-of-

websites/#ref-1 
102 ibid 
103Andy Greenberg, “Hacker Lexicon: What is the dark web?”, Wired Magazine. Available at: 

https://www.wired.com/2014/11/hacker-lexicon-whats-dark-web/ 
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cost between $2 and $50, depending on the country of the target emails and their "freshness", or the 

length of time since they were stolen. While this costs users more, it provides them with a potentially 

more lucrative outcome, both in terms of the data available to steal, and the cost they can sell it on for. 

For example, users are able to buy government email lists, which could potentially be used to conduct 

cyber espionage.104  

Figure 23 illustrates the number of instances by cyberattack goods category based on data extracted by a 

researcher, followed by Figure 24 on the average costs for cyberattack services on the dark web and Figure 

25 on the number of vendors offering the cyberattack services, based on the data extracted in October 

2016 by a researcher. 

Figure 12. No. of instances by category in the dark web marketplace 

 
 

SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP, data extracted from Sarah Jamie Lewis. Dark Web Data Dumps - Valhalla Marketplace Listings, 

2016, October 2016. Available at:  https://polecat.mascherari.press/onionscan/dark-web-data-dumps/blob/master/valhalla-

marketplace-listings-2016-10.csv 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
104Imperva, “ HACKER INTELLIGENCE INITIATIVE: Phishing made easy: Is it time to rethink your prevention strategy”  

Available at:https://www.imperva.com/docs/Imperva-HII-phishing-made-easy.pdf 
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Figure 13. Average Cost ($) requested for cyberattack services on dark web 

 

 
 

SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP, data extracted from Sarah Jamie Lewis. Dark Web Data Dumps - Valhalla 

Marketplace Listings, 2016, October 2016. (ibid.) 
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SOURCE: Produced by ESCAP, data extracted from Sarah Jamie Lewis. Dark Web Data Dumps 2016, October 2016. 

(ibid.)

7. The Way Forward 

The above chapters highlighted emerging cyberattack and cybersecurity trends based on the available 

data and reports. Emanating from the above narrative are some of the related cybersecurity issues which 

have impact on society and economy. As AI and other emerging technologies are still evolving, relevant 

policies, regulations, laws and legislations may not be put in place or fully updated to address the below 

emerging issues and challenges.  

This chapter aims to identify some of the related issues and recommended actions for the way forward. 

The list would not be exhaustive. As technologies mature and evolve, additional perspectives or new 

issues are expected to emerge.  

1. Privacy: In the age of big data, the massive amounts of data generated and collected, sold and traded 

by third parties are a worrying trend globally. Individuals generate data that can be analyzed by AI to 

provide business analytics, which is also characterized by decreased privacy around devices. The privacy 

of individuals is reduced when smart devices and services are constantly analyzing natural language and 

collecting audio. Similarly, using tracking AI in business networks capable of monitoring emails, documents 

and photographs of employees and their activities in the network is a sensitive topic. Employees should 

be trained and informed about company practices collecting personal data and the use of such data. 

Similarly, a global cyber privacy index or monitoring mechanisms could be developed to track the 

performance at country level in safeguarding their citizens’ privacy rights.  

2. Incident reporting: one of the challenges government officials may encounter is to obtain an accurate 

picture of the risks without an incident reporting mechanism or procedures. Australia and the European 

Union established a government audit process. Following the establishment, there were 44 and 16 

voluntarily reported breaches in Australia and New Zealand respectively. With the new Privacy 

Amendment (Notifiable Data Breaches) Act 2017 in Australia, these numbers are expected to increase 

dramatically as organizations are required to declare any “eligible data breaches”. 

3. Strengthen laws and legislations on penalties for spamming, phishing, whistleblowing and 

cyberwarfare. There is no international framework that binds countries in terms of offensive cyber 

operations, while some member countries started initiating the establishment of national laws and 

legislations. 

The issues and concerns of each community regarding cybersecurity are unique to the experience and 

expertise of each sector: enterprise, government, institutions and the individual. States need to enact 

laws, legislations, policies, regulations and guidelines to define responsibilities and ensure safety and 

security in cyberspace. States’ responsibilities include actions of their citizens, companies or other entities 
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subject to their laws and a commitment to ensure that actions in cyberspace are aligned with international 

norms and agreements.105  Policy makers need to respond to an ever-changing global landscape in 

technology and cyberspace, faster than ever before. In order to do so, policy makers would be required 

to understand the emerging technologies, their implications and level of risk and threat before they 

develop legal, legislative and policy frameworks to contribute to a safe and secure cyberspace for their 

citizens. 

4. Digital literacy: Creation of digital safety and digital literacy indicators to better gauge the current state 

of cybersecurity awareness among individuals and organizations worldwide could be useful to plan and 

implement digital safety and digital literacy initiatives. These initiatives could be supported by developing 

and updating cybersecurity policies in the private sector and government organizations, organizing 

training and creating methods for measuring employee compliance to cybersecurity standards and 

policies.  

5. Investment in cybersecurity research and initiatives: one of the common challenges faced by 

governments in the region would be to secure sufficient funding and investments in addressing 

cybersecurity. As described above, an increasing level of sophistication in cyberattack would require 

government officials to update knowledge and skills in this area regularly. Regional cooperation and 

knowledge sharing could be another avenue to address the common threats and risks.  

6. Implementing cybersecurity best practices for individuals: although not exhaustive, some of the 

cybersecurity best practices for users. They include the use of VPN (Virtual Private Network) in order to 

prevent releasing your actual IP address. However, this method may not be applicable in certain ESCAP 

countries and should be used following the regulations in specific countries. Clearing cache from your 

browsers and devices involves clearing browsing history, removing stored passwords, and related 

information. Clearing a browser’s cache makes it more difficult for hackers to access personal information 

such as email passwords and bank account information. One should also regularly change their passwords. 

Regular software updates are essential. Several hacks have been carried out by attacking systems by 

exploiting software vulnerabilities. Hackers exploit this weakness by writing code to target a specific 

vulnerability. Software and system updates generally involve securing vulnerable holes in code in addition 

to improved operation system functionality and performance. Enabling two factor authentication adds a 

second level of authentication to an account log-in.106As detailed before, password guessing attacks are 

made easier using neural networks and to deter hackers, two factor authentication can be helpful. The 

hackers will have to either acquire the physical component of the log-in or must gain access to the cookies 

or tokens placed on the device by the authentication mechanism (ibid.). Various account services such as 

Facebook, Google and online banking services offer two factor authentication and it is highly 

                                                           
105  Michael Sulmeyeret. all, “Getting beyond Norms New Approaches to International Cyber Security Challenges”, 

Centre for International Governance Innovation (2017). Accessed on (Oct 10, 2017). Available at: 

https://www.cigionline.org/sites/default/files/documents/Getting%20Beyond%20Norms.pdf 
106 Seth Rosenblatt et al. , “Two-factor authentication: What you need to know (FAQ), CNET Magazine, 15th Jun 

2015” Available at: https://www.cnet.com/news/two-factor-authentication-what-you-need-to-know-faq/ 
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encouraged.107 The Cookie Law is a piece of privacy legislation in Europe that requires websites to get 

consent from visitors to store or retrieve any information on a computer, smartphone or tablet.108 As an 

informed user, one should review policies and update their settings in order to prevent themselves from 

being tracked. Automatically connecting to WiFi networks and storing WiFi passwords is common 

practice. However, as discussed above public WiFi networks are vulnerable to hacks and pose security 

risks. 

The report aims to support the implementation of the Asia-Pacific Information Superhighway (AP-IS) 

which is a regional broadband connectivity initiative covering from Turkey to Kiribati. With the increasing 

availability of broadband connectivity and advancement of technologies, the risks of cyberattack are 

expected to rise across the region. It is hoped that the report provided some insights and understanding 

of the nature and magnitude of cyberattacks and would be of help to initiate policy discussions and 

dialogues for action.   

                                                           
107 List of companies offering two factor authentication, Available at:https://twofactorauth.org/ 
108 The Cookie law explained. Available at: https://www.cookielaw.org/the-cookie-law/ 
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Annex A. Definitions  

 

1. Cyberattack: cyber actions performed by non-state actors to undermine the function of a 

computer network, violates criminal law and may or may not have a political or national security 

purpose.”109 

 

2. Cyberwarfare: Cyberwar refers to conducting, and preparing to conduct, military operations 

according to information-related principles.110 

 

3. Cybersecurity: The collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards, 

guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance and 

technologies that can be used to protect the cyber environment and organization and user's 

assets111 

 

4. Active Cyber Defense: synchronized, real-time capability to discover, detect, analyze, and 

mitigate threats and vulnerabilities using sensors, software, and intelligence.112 

 

5. Passive Cyber Defense:  measure for detecting and mitigating cyber intrusions and the effects of 

cyberattacks that does not involve launching a preventive, pre-emptive or countering operation 

against the source. For example:  firewalls, patches, anti-virus software, and digital 

forensicstools. 

 

6. Endpoint: devices connecting to an enterprise network. Any device, such as a smartphone, 

tablet, or laptop, provides an entry point for threats.  

 

7. Internet of Things: A global infrastructure for the information society, enabling advanced 

services by interconnecting physical and virtual things based on existing and evolving 

                                                           
109Oona A. Hathaway and Rebecca Crootof, “The Law of Cyber-Attack” (2012), Faculty Scholarship Series, Paper 

3852.Yale Law School Faculty Scholarship.(accessed Dec 2017) Available at: 

http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/fss_papers/3852 
110 John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt, “Cyberwar is Coming!” Comparative Strategy, Vol12, No. 2, Spring 1993, pp. 

141–165. Available at: 

https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/monograph_reports/MR880/MR880.ch2.pdf 
111International Telecommunications Union, “Definition of Cybersecurity” (accessed Oct 2017) Available at: 

http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/studygroups/com17/Pages/cybersecurity.aspx 
112John Pawlick et al, “Optimal Timing in Dynamic and Robust Attacker Engagement During Advanced Persistent 

Threats” NYU Tandon School of Eng. and US Army Research Lab, 30th Oct 2017Available at: 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.08031.pdf 
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interoperable information and communication technologies113 

 

8. Artificial Intelligence: the mechanical simulation system of collecting knowledge and 

information and processing intelligence of universe: (collating and interpreting) and 

disseminating it to the eligible in the form of actionable intelligence.114 

9. Machine Learning: Machine learning is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that allows software 

applications to become more accurate in predicting outcomes by learning automatically learning 

and improving  from experience115 

 

10. Data Mining: broad set of techniques and algorithms for extracting useful 

patterns and models from very large data sets. 116 

11. Server: A server is a computer designed to process requests and deliver data to other (client) 

computers over a local network or the Internet117 

12. Web Server: is a computer that stores a website's component files (e.g. HTML documents, 

images, CSS stylesheets, and JavaScript files) and delivers them to the end-user's device and 

controls how web users access hosted files, at minimum an HTTP server.118 

13. Rootkit: A rootkit is a clandestine computer program designed to provide continued privileged 

access to a computer while actively hiding its presence.119 

14. Pay per click: Pay-per-click marketing is a way of using search engine advertising (such as Google 

AdWords) to generate clicks to a website120 

                                                           
113GyuMyoung Lee, “IoT – ITU-T Standards” presented at:  TU Annual Regional Human Capacity Building Workshop 

for Sub-Saharan Countries in Africa, 28-30 June 2017 (accessed on: Nov 2017) Available at: 

https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Regional-Presence/Africa/Documents/IoT%20ITU-T%20Standards-

Gyu%20Myoung%20Lee-2017-06.pdf 
114Dalvinder Singh Grewal, “A Critical Conceptual Analysis of Definitions of Artificial Intelligence asApplicable to 

Computer Engineering” IOSR Journal of Computer Engineering, p. 09-13 Available at: 

http://www.iosrjournals.org/iosr-jce/papers/Vol16-issue2/Version-1/C016210913.pdf 
115SAS, “Machine Learning What it is and why it matters” (accessed Nov 2017) Available at: 

https://www.sas.com/en_us/insights/analytics/machine-learning.html 
116Padhraic Smyth, “Data Mining  at the interface of computer science and statistics” Information and Computer 

Science, University of California, Irvine (accessed Oct 2017) Available at: 

http://www.datalab.uci.edu/papers/dmchap.pdf 
117 Brandy Mitchell, “What Is a Server in Computer Networking” Lifewire Magazine (2nd Nov 2017) Available at: 

https://www.lifewire.com/servers-in-computer-networking-817380 
118MDN Web Docs,“ What is a web server? ” Mozilla.org (accessed Nov 2017)Available at:  

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Learn/Common_questions/What_is_a_web_server 
119Veracode Technologies, “ROOTKIT: WHAT IS A ROOTKIT?” (accessed Nov 2017) Available at: 

https://www.veracode.com/security/rootkit 
120Wordstream Online Advertising, “Pay-Per-Click Marketing: Using PPC to Build Your Business”  (accessed Nov 

2017) Available at: http://www.wordstream.com/pay-per-click 
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15. Internet Relay Chat (IRC): is a protocol that facilitates communication in the form of text 

working on a client/server networking model to transfer messages to other clients. 121 

16. Piggybacking: on Internet access is the practice of establishing a wireless Internet connection by 

using another subscriber's wireless service without the subscriber's explicit permission or 

knowledge.  

17. Honeypot: is a computer security mechanism set to detect, deflect, or, in some manner, 

counteract attempts at unauthorized use of information systems. 

18. Malware: short for “malicious software,” is software that is used to disrupt computer operation, 

gather sensitive information, or gain access to private computer systems.122 Types of malware 

are: ransomware, adware, scareware, spyware  

19. Ransomware: a subset of malware in which the data on a victim's computer is locked, typically 

by encryption, and payment is demanded before the ransomed data is decrypted and access 

returned to the victim. 123 

20. Spyware/Keylogger: is a type of surveillance software that once installed on a system, has the 

capability to record every keystroke made on that system. A keylogger can record instant 

messages, email, and capture any information you type at any time using your keyboard, 

including usernames, passwords and other personally identifiable information.124 

21. Phishing:  is a cybercrime in which a target or targets are contacted by email, telephone or text 

message by someone posing as a legitimate institution to lure individuals into providing 

sensitive data such as personally identifiable information, banking and credit card details, and 

passwords.125 

22. Spear Phishing: is an email or electronic communications scam targeted towards a specific 

individual, organization or business intended to steal data for malicious purposes, 

cybercriminals or to install malware on a targeted user's computer.126 

                                                           
121J. Oikarinen and D. Reed, “Internet Relay Chat Protocol” The Internet Engineering Task Force, May 1993 

(accessed Nov 2017) Available at: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1459#section-1 
122 Electronic Frontier Foundation, “ State-Sponsored Malware” (accessed Nov 2017) Available at: 

https://www.eff.org/issues/state-sponsored-malware 
123Techtarget Network, “Ransomware Definition”, (accessed Nov 2017) Available at: 

http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/ransomware 
124Vangie Beal,  “Keylogger (keystroke logging)”, Webopedia (accessed Nov 2017) Available at: 

https://www.webopedia.com/TERM/K/keylogger.html 
125Phishing.org, “What Is Phishing?” (accessed Nov 2017) Available at: www.phishing.org/what-is-phishing 
126Kapersky Antivirus Lab, “What is Spear Phishing?” (accessed Nov 2017) Available at: 
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23. Advanced Persistent Threat: is a network attack in which an unauthorized person gains access 

to a network in order to steal data by using multiple phases to break into a network, avoid 

detection, and harvest valuable information over the long term.127 

24. Social Engineering: is the art of manipulating people so they give up confidential information 

such as  passwords or bank information, to secretly install malicious software that gives control 

over a computer.128 

25. Bot: A bot, or web robot, is a software application that runs automated tasks over the Internet. 

Web bots and screen scrapers – which scrape information from website pages – may be 

deployed by search engines, competitors, and other third parties. 129 

26. Botnet: is a collection of Internet-connected user computers (bots) infected by malicious 

software that allows the computers to be controlled remotely by an operator through a 

Command-and-Control (C&C) server to perform automated tasks, such as stealing information 

or launching attacks on other computers.130 

27. Application – Layer Attacks: Attacks vulnerabilities in structural code of applications, hardest to 

detect whose goal is to bring down a server by exhausting its processing resources (e.g., CPU or 

RAM) with a high number of requests. 

28. Network layer attack – An assault against either the network or transport layers which causes 

network saturation by expending available bandwidth. 

29. Brute Force Attack: consists of an attacker trying many passwords with the hope of eventually 

guessing correctly.131 

30. DDoS Attack: A persistent, distributed denial of service event against the same target (e.g., IP 

address or domain)132 
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Annex B. Broadband connectivity is a requirement for 

cybersecurity 
 

As extensively discussed in the ESCAP working paper, State of ICT 2017, the advent and proliferation of 

the “Fourth Industrial Revolution” technologies, namely Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things, big 

data analytics and automated systems, are not possible without the three tiers of core infrastructure: 

secure, reliable and resilient fixed broadband connectivity, data centers and cloud computing.133 

 

The benefits of AI and related technologies cannot be enjoyed by countries that are lagging behind in 

digital integration. Among ESCAP member states, the digital divide is growing rapidly between countries 

that are quick in broadband investment and uptake, and countries that are struggling to adapt to the 

digital era. ESCAP reported that the digital divide is especially wide in small island developing states such 

as the Pacific Islands, landlocked developing states in Central and North Asia and least developing 

countries.  

 

In terms of cybersecurity, fixed broadband connections and server systems are more secure than mobile 

broadband systems. Mobile broadband is not a secure connection for institutional and government 

agencies. In Europe although security breaches, attacks and hacks reported in 2012 decreased from the 

previous year, it was still significantly less secure than fixed broadband platforms. Similarly, the US 

observed a growth in cyberattacks from 2006-2012 which can be related to the rise in technological 

advancement and complexity of AI.  

 

The number of cybersecurity breaches amongst government agencies, educational institutions and the 

private sector has seen a significant increase in recent years. It can be attributed to advancement in 

predictive analysis, behavior replication algorithms, lax attitude toward cybersecurity policy which allows 

cyber criminals to exploit vulnerabilities in cyberspace. In 2017, almost half of UK firms were hit by cyber 

breach or attack in the past year.134 The most common breaches or attacks were via fraudulent emails - 

for example coaxing staff into revealing passwords or financial information, or opening dangerous 

attachments - followed by viruses and malware, such as people impersonating the organization online 

and ransomware. A global ransomware attack “WannaCry” on government agencies and financial 

institutions in 2017 was perpetrated using AI technology in exchange for bitcoin.  

A major challenge in mobile phone communications is that the network operator is the unknown third 

party in the communication chain. Since network operators have to generally communicate with regional 

partners for data to be transmitted to a foreign country, more than one mobile phone service provider is 

                                                           
133ESCAP,  “Artificial Intelligence and Broadband Divide: State of ICT Connectivity in Asia and the Pacific” United 
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2017)Available at:  https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/cyber-security-breaches-survey-2017 
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almost always involved.135 Security experts have voiced their concern over the vulnerabilities in 4G 

networks that only use IP architecture.136 Similarly, with WLAN traffic it is easy for attackers to disrupt 

businesses by launching wireless packet floods against APs, nearby servers, next-hop wired network or 

Internet uplink. This is because wireless traffic is easily recorded which allows intruders to steal Internet 

bandwidth, transmit spam or use your network to attack others.137 
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